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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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Abstract 

The rapid tooling notion has been discussed since the beginning of the additive manufacturing processes. The concept consists on 
using fast manufacturing technologies to develop tools to process other materials. New incremental sheet metal forming processes 
operation allows a parity to the former rapid prototyping perception, and so feasibly considered a smart manufacturing process. 
This processes encounter industrial applications not only in prototyping and part manufacturing but also in tool development and 
fabrication. 
This paper discuss the fundamentals of the rapid tooling concept and presents four examples of the use of incremental forming for 
the development of sheet metal moulds. The research concludes with a proof of concept for the use of rapid sheet metal tools for 
processing thermoplastics and thermosets. The use of incremental forming as a rapid tooling technology contributes to decrease 
the time to market, decrease tooling cost and increase tooling complexity and consequential part design freedom. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the Manufacturing Engineering Society International Conference 
2017. 
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1. Introduction 

Product development takes advantage on the use of computer aided design (CAD) systems to define the geometry 
and its various dimensional characteristics. Besides, the products feasibility can be predicted using computer aided 
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engineering (CAE) software for the analysis of product performance and for the simulation of manufacturing processes 
without the need of physical prototypes. While this iteration strongly improves the probability of success, in many 
cases a physical assessment of the real component is still needed. This often requires the creation of prototypes and 
tools to be produce, becoming one of the most time consuming and costly phases in the development of new [1, 2]. 

Rapid tooling (RT) is the term used to the production of tools or tooling components with reduced lead time, as 
compared to conventional manufacturing techniques, through direct or indirect processes. The direct processes consist 
in use one technology capable to reproduce tools with similar properties to the actual tools. The indirect processes 
involve the use of more than one technology, first to produce a pattern and second to obtain the actual tools through 
the pattern. Besides, the tooling process can also be classified according to the used materials. If the tooling material 
can only be used to produce few production copies before it wears, such process is referred as soft tooling.  Hard 
tooling on the other hand involves the production of tools capable of producing thousands of parts [1-3]. 

The leading characteristics of a rapid tooling process should ensure: (i) Tooling time is much shorter than for a 
conventional tool. Typically, time to first market ready products is below one-fifth that of conventional tooling; (ii) 
Tooling cost is much less than for a conventional tool. Cost can be below five percent of conventional tooling cost; 
(iii) Tool life is considerably less than for a conventional tool; (iv) Tolerances are wider than for a conventional tool 
and have worst surface finishing [4]. 

Conventional manufacturing technologies, such as casting and injection moulding, are often used in the 
manufacture of products. These technologies required tools or tooling components (e.g. moulds, inserts) that need to 
be development, especially as used for a particular purpose or new product. Machining technologies and heat 
treatments, frequently used, augments time and costs in product development process. Sometimes, these factors 
invalidate the low volume productions and limit the market introduction of custom solutions or niche products [1, 5]. 

The adoption of rapid manufacturing technologies allows create skills on production of tools for low volume 
products production, as wells as reduce product costs and make time to get products to market faster. These 
technologies are also applied to test and valid projects with the manufacturing of 3D physical models. These steps 
allows to detect errors early in the product development process and designing better products. Improvements or tools 
modifications are sometimes required during the manufacturing process. The rapid manufacturing of parts and tools 
can benefit both the product development and production set up, allowing the achievement of faster solutions [1]. 

2. ISF as a rapid tooling process  

Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a sheet metal forming technique where a sheet is formed into the final workpiece 
by a series of small continuous incremental deformations. The process is controlled entirely by CNC processes and no 
die is needed as is in traditional sheet metal forming. The removal or simplification of the die in the manufacturing 
process decreases the cost per piece and improves turnaround time for single parts or low batch production runs. On 
the other hand, the differences in the forming principle lead to a loss of accuracy and differ the possible achievable 
part design. Incremental forming processes can be considered as rapid prototyping as they are well-suited for small-
batch production, and rapid production of service parts and may reduce time to market [6, 7]. 

Mainly due to their novelty and the technologies used in most processes, the RT haven been majorly associated 
with additive manufacturing (AM), often called fast freeform fabrication. ISF processes can be seen as rapid 
prototyping processes [7], and so, also considered rapid manufacturing methodologies. Besides, being compatible with 
flexible manufacturing systems, with parts manufactured from CAD models without considerable dedicated tools in 
short time, ISF processes can be seen analogously to AM technologies. Thus, it is reasonable to apply the RT term 
when describing the fabrication of tools for different industrial processes using ISF techniques. 

Some conventional polymer manufacturing processes involve low pressure and temperature for moulding materials 
(e.g. thermoforming, rotomoulding, hand lay-up, compression moulding). In these cases, the mechanical requirements 
are low and the operation benefits from low mould thermal inertia. In such a way, ISF technologies finds an interesting 
applicability for the moulds production from sheet metal, attaining low cost tooling with high strength over weight 
ratio. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.promfg.2017.09.016&domain=pdf
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engineering (CAE) software for the analysis of product performance and for the simulation of manufacturing processes 
without the need of physical prototypes. While this iteration strongly improves the probability of success, in many 
cases a physical assessment of the real component is still needed. This often requires the creation of prototypes and 
tools to be produce, becoming one of the most time consuming and costly phases in the development of new [1, 2]. 

Rapid tooling (RT) is the term used to the production of tools or tooling components with reduced lead time, as 
compared to conventional manufacturing techniques, through direct or indirect processes. The direct processes consist 
in use one technology capable to reproduce tools with similar properties to the actual tools. The indirect processes 
involve the use of more than one technology, first to produce a pattern and second to obtain the actual tools through 
the pattern. Besides, the tooling process can also be classified according to the used materials. If the tooling material 
can only be used to produce few production copies before it wears, such process is referred as soft tooling.  Hard 
tooling on the other hand involves the production of tools capable of producing thousands of parts [1-3]. 

The leading characteristics of a rapid tooling process should ensure: (i) Tooling time is much shorter than for a 
conventional tool. Typically, time to first market ready products is below one-fifth that of conventional tooling; (ii) 
Tooling cost is much less than for a conventional tool. Cost can be below five percent of conventional tooling cost; 
(iii) Tool life is considerably less than for a conventional tool; (iv) Tolerances are wider than for a conventional tool 
and have worst surface finishing [4]. 

Conventional manufacturing technologies, such as casting and injection moulding, are often used in the 
manufacture of products. These technologies required tools or tooling components (e.g. moulds, inserts) that need to 
be development, especially as used for a particular purpose or new product. Machining technologies and heat 
treatments, frequently used, augments time and costs in product development process. Sometimes, these factors 
invalidate the low volume productions and limit the market introduction of custom solutions or niche products [1, 5]. 

The adoption of rapid manufacturing technologies allows create skills on production of tools for low volume 
products production, as wells as reduce product costs and make time to get products to market faster. These 
technologies are also applied to test and valid projects with the manufacturing of 3D physical models. These steps 
allows to detect errors early in the product development process and designing better products. Improvements or tools 
modifications are sometimes required during the manufacturing process. The rapid manufacturing of parts and tools 
can benefit both the product development and production set up, allowing the achievement of faster solutions [1]. 

2. ISF as a rapid tooling process  

Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a sheet metal forming technique where a sheet is formed into the final workpiece 
by a series of small continuous incremental deformations. The process is controlled entirely by CNC processes and no 
die is needed as is in traditional sheet metal forming. The removal or simplification of the die in the manufacturing 
process decreases the cost per piece and improves turnaround time for single parts or low batch production runs. On 
the other hand, the differences in the forming principle lead to a loss of accuracy and differ the possible achievable 
part design. Incremental forming processes can be considered as rapid prototyping as they are well-suited for small-
batch production, and rapid production of service parts and may reduce time to market [6, 7]. 

Mainly due to their novelty and the technologies used in most processes, the RT haven been majorly associated 
with additive manufacturing (AM), often called fast freeform fabrication. ISF processes can be seen as rapid 
prototyping processes [7], and so, also considered rapid manufacturing methodologies. Besides, being compatible with 
flexible manufacturing systems, with parts manufactured from CAD models without considerable dedicated tools in 
short time, ISF processes can be seen analogously to AM technologies. Thus, it is reasonable to apply the RT term 
when describing the fabrication of tools for different industrial processes using ISF techniques. 

Some conventional polymer manufacturing processes involve low pressure and temperature for moulding materials 
(e.g. thermoforming, rotomoulding, hand lay-up, compression moulding). In these cases, the mechanical requirements 
are low and the operation benefits from low mould thermal inertia. In such a way, ISF technologies finds an interesting 
applicability for the moulds production from sheet metal, attaining low cost tooling with high strength over weight 
ratio. 
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3. Development of sheet metal tools by SPIF  

A large variety of ISF principles have been developed in the past years. One of the most common process is Single 
Point Incremental Forming (SPIF). SPIF uses one single CNC controlled tool to form a sheet clamped along the edges 
and supported peripherally by a backing plate. The forming tool, typically a spherical punch, fallows a continuous 
peripheral movement from the part boundary to the center while increasing the forming depth and shaping the blank 
to a free form design. During this process thinning occurs at the sheet thickness, as represented in Fig. 1. The final 
thickness can be estimated by the sine law, where tf = t0 × sin (90-α). Guidelines for the possible part design have 
been defined, where the most important feature is the maximum wall angle [8, 9]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Thinning during the SPIF process. 

Within the goal of validating the use of sheet metal moulds manufactured by ISF techniques, the research tested 
different hard direct rapid tools for processing both thermoplastic and thermoset materials. Tests are performed using 
2 mm thickness aluminium alloy 1050-H111 sheet with a Young Modulus of 71 GPa, a Poisson ratio of 0.33 and a 
yield strength of 103 MPa. The material allows a SPIF operation up to a 70º wall angle, with the material achieving a 
yield value of 130 MPa due to strain hardening.  

A reference geometry is designed for the definition of the rapid tools, based on a drafted volume with a maximum 
wall angle of 70º with a projected area of 180 × 180 mm. A lower slope side wall is included to avoid full symmetry. 
The geometry uses flat faces with sufficient area to cut mechanical test specimens. 

3.1. Processing thermoplastics 

The thermoplastic materials are largely used due to their shaping capabilities, interesting mechanical performance 
and recyclability. A large variety of processes exist, where a differentiation can be done in what regards the moulding 
pressure. SPIF is used for the manufacture of hard tools for vacuum thermoforming and rotomoulding operations. Fig. 
2 (a) present the positive thermoforming tool inside the machine and Fig. 2 (b) shows the open rotomoulding tool 
filled with thermoplastic powder mounted on the rotational moulding system. 

For the thermoforming operation, two approaches where fallowed, defining both a positive and a negative mould. 
Since the ISF processes are mainly suited to shape container type parts, the definition of the negative tool cavity is 
straightforward. For moulding operation, the sheet metal part is peripherally supported in a drafted MDP support box. 
The definition of the positive mould core is influenced by the sheet thickness. Thus, the sine law is used to define the 
reverse cavity geometry. The sheet metal part is supported in a MDF board for the thermoforming process. In what 
regards the mechanical behaviour of the mould, the 2 mm initial thickness sheet is able to support the vacuum load 
[10]. Thinner sheets or larger tools may need additional support, either by a frame grid or a porous mixture [11]. 

The rotational moulding part is design from the reference geometry with the addition of an open kiss-off structure. 
This linkage between two part sides is common in rotomoulded parts to serve as a structural reinforcement and can 
lead to only a contact point or an open window. Two sheet metal parts are used to define the tool with the closing 
guiding and clamping done using screws. As the SPIF operation leads to an unavoidable small radius at the part top, 
high temperature epoxy mass is used to improve the mould accuracy. The same process can be used for a complete 
coverage to improve surface finishing as well as the geometric accuracy. From the mechanical point of view, the sheet 
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metal is capable of support the moulding loads. In what concerns the thermal behaviour, the thickness differences 
have a negative impact on the temperature distribution, nevertheless compatible with the rotomoulding process [12]. 
 

a  b  

Fig. 2. Low pressure thermoplastics manufacturing processes with rapid sheet metal tools: (a) thermoforming; (b) rotomoulding. 

The manufacture of the sheet metal parts is performed on the SPIF-A machine. [13] The forming operation uses a 
12 mm spherical tip punch in a single stage helical tool path strategy with 0.5 mm vertical increment. The operation 
involves the cut of a dedicated backing plate for each part. Considering the backing plate cut, blank cutting, the 
forming itself and finishing and assembly tasks, the thermoforming and rotomoulding tools are developed in 1h30 and 
2h30 respectively, with and energy consumption of 6.6 kW.h and 11.0 kW.h and material cost of 8€ and 20€.  

No significant difference is found when operating with sheet metal moulds instead of conventional tools. In both 
technologies, the material is shaped in the same way as when operating with conventional tools. In the vacuum assisted 
thermoforming operation, the low weight prevents the mould from descending due to a slight stick to the formed part. 
Nevertheless, the part releases with ease from the moulds. In the rotomoulding operation, the material shrinkage during 
the cool down promote an easy demoulding from both the aluminium mould surface and the epoxy mass.  

3.2. Processing thermosets 

Where the thermoplastics have their applicability mainly on large volume production, a lot of small batches of 
unique parts take advantage of the use of thermoset materials. In these applications, thermosets are often used as a 
binder resin in composite materials, allowing not only the production of smaller batches but also achieving distinctive 
material properties and part behaviour. Sheet metal tools are developed to be used in fiberglass hand lay-up operation 
and in cork compression moulding, as presented in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The two new parts are designed from the 
reference geometry with the addition of reinforcement indents. The rotational moulding tool is also used in rotocasting 
operations. 

The open mould for contact moulding of composites is defined in a negative configuration. Being a simple 
container, the mould design is straightforward from the part geometry, with reinforcement indents in the lower slope 
and the opposite walls. From the mechanical point of view, a thin metal sheet can support the moulding loads. 
Nevertheless, the 2 mm thickness sheet is used to allow a feasible forming operation due the maximum wall angle. 
The mould assembly uses a MDF support box to facilitate the lamination operation. 

The cork part is designed with indents in all the side faces and a variable thick thickness. A two-piece sheet metal 
mould with a cavity and a core part can define the part geometry. However, due to the low density of the uncompressed 
cork granulate, the cavity volume is not sufficient to accommodate all the material mixture. Thus, a frame box with 
vertical extended walls is added to the cavity to increase its volume. This frame box is also used to lock the core side 
of the mould in place under pressure to cure the binder in an oven. From the mechanical point of new, the sheet 
thickness is at the limit of operation. A support box is sized to allow the cavity part to be supported both by its 
boundary and its bottom. The use of reinforcements or filling is recommended. From the thermal point of view, the 
low thermal inertial benefit’s the heat and cool time for the binder curing process [14].  
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2h30 respectively, with and energy consumption of 6.6 kW.h and 11.0 kW.h and material cost of 8€ and 20€.  

No significant difference is found when operating with sheet metal moulds instead of conventional tools. In both 
technologies, the material is shaped in the same way as when operating with conventional tools. In the vacuum assisted 
thermoforming operation, the low weight prevents the mould from descending due to a slight stick to the formed part. 
Nevertheless, the part releases with ease from the moulds. In the rotomoulding operation, the material shrinkage during 
the cool down promote an easy demoulding from both the aluminium mould surface and the epoxy mass.  

3.2. Processing thermosets 

Where the thermoplastics have their applicability mainly on large volume production, a lot of small batches of 
unique parts take advantage of the use of thermoset materials. In these applications, thermosets are often used as a 
binder resin in composite materials, allowing not only the production of smaller batches but also achieving distinctive 
material properties and part behaviour. Sheet metal tools are developed to be used in fiberglass hand lay-up operation 
and in cork compression moulding, as presented in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The two new parts are designed from the 
reference geometry with the addition of reinforcement indents. The rotational moulding tool is also used in rotocasting 
operations. 

The open mould for contact moulding of composites is defined in a negative configuration. Being a simple 
container, the mould design is straightforward from the part geometry, with reinforcement indents in the lower slope 
and the opposite walls. From the mechanical point of view, a thin metal sheet can support the moulding loads. 
Nevertheless, the 2 mm thickness sheet is used to allow a feasible forming operation due the maximum wall angle. 
The mould assembly uses a MDF support box to facilitate the lamination operation. 

The cork part is designed with indents in all the side faces and a variable thick thickness. A two-piece sheet metal 
mould with a cavity and a core part can define the part geometry. However, due to the low density of the uncompressed 
cork granulate, the cavity volume is not sufficient to accommodate all the material mixture. Thus, a frame box with 
vertical extended walls is added to the cavity to increase its volume. This frame box is also used to lock the core side 
of the mould in place under pressure to cure the binder in an oven. From the mechanical point of new, the sheet 
thickness is at the limit of operation. A support box is sized to allow the cavity part to be supported both by its 
boundary and its bottom. The use of reinforcements or filling is recommended. From the thermal point of view, the 
low thermal inertial benefit’s the heat and cool time for the binder curing process [14].  
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Fig. 3. Thermoset manufacturing processes with rapid sheet metal tools: (a) hand lay-up; (b) cork compression moulding. 

The tools development is performed in an analogous method then the one developed for the thermoplastic 
processing. Apart from the container type parts, the cork compression mould uses a flange type part to define the 
frame box and a manually bent height extension. The hand layup and compression moulds  manufacture  take  
respectably  1h30  and  4h30  to  produce,  with  an  energy  consumption  of 9.1 kW.h and 17.2 kW.h and a material 
cost of 8€ and 20€. 

In what concerns the mould operation, the hand lay-up procedure is performed without any difference from the use 
of conventional moulds. The cork compression moulding is performed with a 1:2 compression ratio. The moulding 
operation leads to a slight loss of material and miss agglomeration of material near the part edge due to the gap between 
the frame box and the core side of the mould.  

3.3. Moulding operation and parts analysis 

All developed tools where used for multiple tests, validating not only the possibility of use but also the short term 
behaviour. Fig. 4 shows a group of parts manufactured with sheet metal tools: from left to right a hand lay-up fibre 
glass part, an agglomerated cork part, a rotomoulded polyethylene part and an acrylic thermoformed part. All the 
manufactured parts are measured to analyse accuracy and the part quality is evaluated by visual inspection. The four 
developed tools succeed to mould the specific parts with relative success. Table 1 summarizes the qualitative analysis 
of the results. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Parts manufactured with sheet metal rapid tools. 

In what concerns accuracy, the sheet metal parts are formed within a general ±2 mm error, with maximum deviation 
near the top boundary of -5 mm. The accuracy of the parts is both influenced by the tool accuracy and the moulding 
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process itself. Generally, the parts global accuracy is within a ±3 mm error. However, some parts reach their greater 
deviations in the order of 10 mm at some points close to the parting line. Still, this extreme deviation is only found on 
specific points, due to inaccuracy of the mould but mainly to issues in the moulding operation itself.  

The definition of the part detail is influenced by the sheet metal surface and mould geometry. All the developed 
parts reach the global designed shape with success. However, the part minimum detail is limited by the SPIF part 
feasibility and mould finishing. On the open moulds or single side moulds, the minimum details in the finished part is 
only limited by the minimum achievable feature trough SPIF. On the multiple piece tools, the part detail is also affected 
by the parting line. On the rotational moulded parts, the use of epoxy filling mass reduced parting line issues. On the 
cork compression moulding tool, the gap between the mould sides have negative impact on the edge definition.  

The surface quality of the parts is mainly influenced by the sheet metal surface. The sheet metal scratches due to 
the punch contact and skinning have a negative influence on the moulded parts. This effect is mainly noticeable in the 
technologies and materials capable of defining the smaller details.  

Regarding the tool performance, the moulding operation runs in a similar way as when using conventional tools. 
The processes that deal with temperature benefit from the low thermal inertia to speed up the process. In the 
rotomoulding process the all process is faster. In the thermoforming and compression moulding processes, the cooling 
time for part release is faster. From the mechanical point of view, only the cork compression moulding features issues. 
Due to the higher moulding pressure, the tool suffers a small permanent deformation. The use of reinforcements or 
support filling could prevent this difficulty. 

     Table 1. Comparative analysis of the moulded parts and tools. 

Manufacturing Process Part 
accuracy 

Part detail Surface 
quality 

Tool 
performance 

Thermoforming Fair Poor Fair Good 

Rotomoulding Good Poor Fair Good 

Rotocasting Fair Poor Poor Good 

Hand layup Good Fair Fair Good 

Compression moulding Fair Good Good Poor 

4. Conclusions 

The research validated the use of SPIF as a RT process with some proof of concept tests. Sheet metal tools have 
enough stiffness and strength to support the moulding forces from low pressure manufacturing processes. The low 
thermal inertial benefits the temperature related manufacturing processes, speeding up the operation time. The 
achievable part quality, both regarding accuracy, detail and surface quality, is compatible with a large number of 
product applications, mainly when dealing with low volume production. 

Sheet metal tools are fabricated using a smart manufacturing process from CAD models. The mould geometry 
definition can be ensured using the sine-law for prediction the final thickness. This models may be used not only to 
support the manufacturing but also to simulate the tools behaviour. The fabrication is achieved in a short time, with 
reduced energy consumption and material cost. The use of standalone sheet metal moulds developed by SPIF allows 
to start manufacturing parts within a few hours.  

The use of structural reinforcement or support of the mould can benefit its performance, mainly when dealing with 
higher pressures or larger parts. The achievable part quality can be improved by mould finishing operations. The use 
of filling masses can profit both the mould accuracy and surface finishing at the cost of longer manufacturing time 
and hand skilled dependent. Over thickness of coverage mass should be avoided to prevent harming the thermal 
behaviour of the tools. 

From the analysed case studies, the use of SPIF sheet metal moulds has greater advantages for the development of 
rotomoulding and hand layup tools. It is also considered that the process has the potential to develop hard direct rapid 
tools for other technologies such as other contact moulding alternatives and casting with multiple materials. 
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product applications, mainly when dealing with low volume production. 

Sheet metal tools are fabricated using a smart manufacturing process from CAD models. The mould geometry 
definition can be ensured using the sine-law for prediction the final thickness. This models may be used not only to 
support the manufacturing but also to simulate the tools behaviour. The fabrication is achieved in a short time, with 
reduced energy consumption and material cost. The use of standalone sheet metal moulds developed by SPIF allows 
to start manufacturing parts within a few hours.  
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higher pressures or larger parts. The achievable part quality can be improved by mould finishing operations. The use 
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and hand skilled dependent. Over thickness of coverage mass should be avoided to prevent harming the thermal 
behaviour of the tools. 
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rotomoulding and hand layup tools. It is also considered that the process has the potential to develop hard direct rapid 
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